Support for cooperation is important for the users of a Con guration Management (CM) system, whenever two or more people are simultaneously working on the same product. However, many CM systems today are still lacking in this respect. We have added some cooperation support tools to our own CM system, and we show how these assist the CM users in coordinating their work and resolving con icts. While our implemented tools are tailored for our home-grown environment, the techniques and general approach are applicable also to other CM systems.
Introduction
One of the problems in Software Con guration Management (SCM) regards cooperating work on large systems. A substantial part of the total software costs is associated with maintenance and further development. On large software systems, there are usually several people doing development simultaneously, and their work is not always independent. A programmer may want to work in isolation, to avoid surprises when e.g. a library or a common header le is suddenly changed by someone else. On the other hand, (s)he may get in trouble when the work is nished, and turns out to be \wrong" because it is based on an outdated version of the same library/header le. Other kinds of problems arise when two developers want to change the same part of a product concurrently. We may want to let them do that, so that both can go on with their work. Situations like these inevitably show up in large development projects. Of course, it is always a good idea to try to organize the work in such a way that this does not happen too often, but it is not possible to avoid it totally without putting severe restrictions on the work. Instead, an SCM system should give support for planning for, detecting and dealing with such con icts, rather than trying to avoid or work around them at all costs.
To aid cooperation between users of a CM system, one should not only consider access control to objects, but also provide users with information that can be used to e.g. plan activities. The EPOS CM system (ECM) is built on top of a general, versioned database (EPOSDB) and o ers a set of commands to access software components stored in the database. We have added functionality in a number of areas to support cooperation among ECM users: The underlying database has been enhanced to allow more exible access to data and we have implemented a set of tools that is used to enter and retrieve information. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the problem of cooperation in CM, mentions some related work, and introduces our approach. Section 3 provides a general overview of our existing CM system. Section 4 explains how we have added di erent types of cooperation support. Section 5 sums up the main points of our contribution, and suggests some further work.
Cooperation in CM
The main cooperation aspects are identi ed in BJP94]:
Collaboration demands that involved agents share common data/ information, and is often based on a shared database to handle access to, and storage of software artifacts.
Communication refers to the exchange of information and messages among agents. It usually follows a (set of) speci ed protocol(s).
Coordination means the adjustment of agents' work towards a common goal. This happens through an explicit process model to manage organization, evolution and consistency of the whole software project.
The most obvious starting point when trying to add cooperation support to an SCM system is to focus on software objects and access to these. Most SCM systems have a shared database of software objects, and use some mechanism to synchronize object access. Some systems provide transactions to support concurrency control, recovery, and a way to encapsulate larger engineering activities. Few systems provide facilities for communication between users or for user coordination at a higher level than object access. With this focus in mind, we would expect that further cooperation support will be concerned with communication about the objects managed by the system and that declaration of activities/transactions that need coordination are centered around the objects they will access.
Related Work
Traditional DBMSes have a strict consistency (or integrity) concept, related to the data model and provide concurrency control and recovery for programmed transactions Gra81]. The most commonly used correctness criterion is serializability which can be guaranteed in a number of ways, e.g. by following the two-phase locking protocol.
Software engineering involves large data sets at client sites and long update times. Since the scope and sequence of updates are hard to predict and may involve overlapping/versioned subsystems, traditional locking procedures may cause intolerable delays. Thus, software engineering { like concurrent engineering in CAD/CAM and VLSI { also requires support for long-lasting and user-controlled transactions, often called design transactions KKB85] . In addition to the integrity constraints implied by the data model, a software database will often pose additional, user-de ned consistency constraints on software objects, e.g. on object state. A last item worth mentioning is that software objects are interdependent and that a change to one object may a ect other objects, e.g. due to le inclusion. A standard work procedure when serializability is not applicable, is to check-out copies (i.e. temporary versions) of shared data at project start, perform the updates locally, then checkin, and perform nal merging/reconciliation/integration. A similar situation will arise if versioning mechanisms are actively used to increase concurrency in a system: a number of versions is created and these must be integrated at some later stage. The problem with these approaches is that without a formal criterion for correctness of a concurrent execution of transactions, we are not able to reason about the inconsistencies that may arise. Some newer database transaction models are treated in BK91, Elm92] . These models try to increase concurrency in the systems by using less restrictive correctness criteria. 
A Small Cooperation Example
To illustrate the problem of cooperation, consider the following simple and typical scenario from development of an imaginary software system, using RCS Tic85] for source code management: The imaginary dbaccess module (subsystem) contains, among others, these les:
Public interface to entire module. update.c: Manages update calls to the database; parts of module implementation. Interface to cache management sub-module.
cache.c: Implementation of the above. As part of an overall system upgrade, developer Bob is given the task of adding some more update functionality to this module. This entails adding a new function declaration to dbacc.h, and implementing the new function in update.c. This new function also needs some extensions to the caching, so he makes changes to cache.h and cache.c as well. He checks out all those les with a lock, and since the changes are closely related to each other, he will not check them in until he is satis ed with all, and he will in practice enforce a serial access pattern. Alice is also working towards the same system upgrade, but in another module, when her test application crashes. She is able to track the problem to a bug in the internal cache management, in other words she needs some x to be made in cache.c. Since Bob is already in the process of doing (di erent) updates, we have a con ict situation. RCS will refuse to let Alice check out cache.c for updates if Bob has already done so, thus preventing parallel work to take place at all. There are several possible ways for Alice and Bob to resolve their con ict, but any of these solutions will either hamper their work (e.g. if Alice decides to wait until Bob is nished; i.e. sequential work), or there is no real support from RCS (e.g. Bob bypasses the system by taking Alice's changes into his own working copy).
Adding Cooperation Support
A simple versioning system like RCS can provide only limited information related to cooperation problems, e.g. we can nd out who has locked an object, but we cannot nd information about the context in which the object is being updated. When building our CM system we have assumed a transaction-like work model, i.e. developers will often change several objects as part of one logical unit of work. CM users do their changes in workspaces which are connected to transactions in the underlying versioned DBMS. Both workspaces and transactions may be nested to re ect work breakdown. Objects are retrieved from the database, placed in workspaces as les and later returned to the database. To support cooperation we wanted our CM system to be able to provide users with more information about other users' current and planned work, spanning from identi cation of which objects are being changed to user-oriented descriptions of work intentions. To allow for more active cooperation, the system should be able to give its users noti cations about events caused by other users. In addition, the system must be extended with operations for more exible sharing and exchange of objects between users working in di erent workspaces. Although the versioned database can be used to permit concurrent work, and to allow coexistence of several versions under development, we believe that cooperation is best supported by separate concepts and mechanisms. We did not want to embed a particular work process in our CM system. We wanted the system to support a wide range of situations, ranging from active collaboration with frequent communication and coordination, to situations where users want to work in isolation, or are unaware of other users activities, and postpone necessary interactions to integrate own changes with those done by others. We believe that the most common work patterns will be somewhere between these extremes: the CM users will need to work in isolation for periods, then coordinate with others before they continue with other activities.
Since our system is centered around workspaces and transactions, it was natural to connect the cooperation support to these concepts. The cooperation support that we have added can be summarized by:
1. Declaration of work intentions: Planning information (e.g., resources, calendar and dates, and expected work sets), are speci ed in a formalism comprehensible to both users and the system. This permits us to reason on the plans against the actual state of a project: potential cooperation problems can be identi ed and solved in advance. These speci cations are primarily meant for a priori coordination of work. 2. Transaction information is stored in the database and maintained when users are performing operations related to transactions. Some examples of the information are: A general description of the work intention, the transaction structure (hierarchy), and the set of accessed objects. This information is accessible through a set of tools/commands, and can be used to detect and/or avoid access con icts at any time. 3. Whenever a user invokes a command that will update the database contents, a notication message is sent to all users that may be a ected by the event. The noti cation messages are displayed and managed through a separate user interface, with features for ltering and user subscription to message classes. For instance, users may exchange textual messages in an e-mail like way; they can subscribe to a certain class of messages connected to events they might decide to have interest in. In this way, users may customize the amount and type of messages they are going to receive. 4. The transaction model has been extended with operations allowing exible exchange of objects between transactions. These operations are available to the CM users through additional commands.
ECM -The EPOS Con guration Management System
This section discusses ECM, the EPOS con guration management system, as well as various aspects of the underlying database, EPOSDB Mun93]. The main task of the product support is to manage storage of, and access to, an evolving, complex product. The product may consist of les and/or database objects.
In gure 1, we give an overview of how the user interacts with ECM, and its components to be described below. Note that an actual user might also be using the process modeling tools developed for EPOS, but these are not being discussed here.
The ECM Product Tool
ECM is a command-line or Prolog interface to the EPOSDB, which manages the user's les and checks them into and out of the database. Checked-out con gurations are stored in workspaces, which are directory hierarchies matching the product structure (see below on product model). Files can be checked in and out incrementally, or as block check-out or check-in. We have also developed a graphical user interface to ECM, CHAT which also provides access to the cooperation support facilities described in the next section. ECM is also extended with commands to move or copy les between transactions within the database, both between ancestor and sibling transactions. These commands are used to exchange les between users/workspaces in a controlled manner and at a ne granularity. ECM models software products using the data model of the EPOSDB. Software components and subsystems are represented as entities with a small set of attributes, e.g. describing the status of the component. Along with entities describing primary components, we also store the le contents of the component in the EPOSDB. System composition, and inter-component dependencies are represented through relationships. ECM provides a small set of prede ned product types: product, part which is a generalization of subsystem and component, the subsystem composition relationship with name attribute, and a number of dependency relations, e.g. derivedfrom and srcincludes.
To this, the user may de ne subtypes for various types of les, such as csource, framedoc etc. ECM has an additional library of over 100 component types, covering a wide variety of common le types. In order to facilitate installation of already existing products into EPOS, we have built a tool for extracting the product structure from a stored product and convert it to EPOSDB storage. A product description language PDL has been designed, and the installer tool \EPIT" using it is implemented.
The EPOS Database
The EPOS Database Mun93] is a general-purpose DBMS with features geared for SCM. The current EPOSDB runs on Sun workstations, and provides a Prolog API. All objects are versioned according to our COV versioning model MLG + 93], which we will not discuss in this paper. The EPOSDB uses an extended ER data model with subtyping. The data model is based on the Object-Relationship model Rum87]. There is a prede ned type longfield; instances of this type have additional operations for checkin/checkout of the le contents to/from normal operating system les. In addition to \normal" objects, the EPOSDB also maintains a metadatabase containg user-queriable objects representing types, active transactions, etc. The EPOSDB supports nested, long-duration transactions which form an envelope around a unit of work. The transactions may exist through several application sessions, and are named entities. Transactions have separate storage areas for changed objects, and we can distinguish between the copies of an object residing in di erent transactions. Database access is usually done through the context of a long transaction, and operations may be performed on shared objects or local copies. Transactions are explicitly terminated with either a commit or an abort operation, whereupon changes are made permanent or discarded. It should also be mentioned that the EPOSDB also provides more traditional short-duration transactions with ACID properties. We have extended the transaction model to allow ne-grained control over propagation of changes between parent and child transaction, and between sibling transactions. Objects can be individually copied out from or back into the parent transaction (or the permanent database), and local copies can be transferred into the local storage areas of sibling transactions. It is also possible to access objects residing in an ancestor transaction, but these objects may be changed by other transactions. To prevent update con icts, the transaction model de nes a set of exible lock modes and even allows several transactions to concurrently update an object (requiring merging of the changes). In essence, the EPOSDB provides access to a redundant set of mechanisms that can be used for enforcing a variety of correctness criteria with di erent implementations. The responsibility for guaranteeing correctness is partly left to the user and/or applications. However, there is a default behavior that provides failure atomicity and partial isolation. Each ECM workspace has an accompanying database transaction which provides concurrency control and recovery for the workspaces. The transaction holds local and changed data during the lifetime of the workspace, thus guaranteeing atomicity of the changes and isolation against changes from other workspaces.
Cooperation Support for ECM
In this section we describe three attempts we have made at improving cooperation support within the ECM environment. This work is based on the exibility of the underlying database and its transaction model, allowing a high degree of control over mechanisms normally used to implement automatic concurrency control. As mentioned in section 3.2, the EPOSDB leaves to the users and applications to enforce speci c correctness criteria. An alternative would be to choose one criterion and an implementation of this, which would partly prescribe the work mode, and then build cooperation support based on the situation. Our low-support approach was chosen since we wanted the EPOSDB to be able to support a wide range of work modes which again will require di erent types of cooperation support:
At one extreme, users may use conservative two-phase locking to enforce a serial execution of transactions. At the other extreme, it is possible to allow full concurrency during transaction execution, and then, in case of con icts either undo the changes or force the users to merge con icting, concurrent changes. In practice, we will provide several interfaces to ECM and the EPOSDB , which enforce speci c concurrency control measures, according to di erent correctness criteria. To support interactive con ict solving, we need to supply su cient information for the users to be able to locate the source of a con ict. Our solution is a meta-database of transaction-related data. This database can be queried from within any transaction and it is updated by various access and transaction control operations. The transaction and workspace meta-database will give a consistent view of which transactions exist and which objects are locked or checked out by which transactions. The schema for this meta-database is shown in gure 2. The transactions and workspaces are modeled by the respective types and the hierarchies by the trans sub and ws parent relations. The lock relation type models locked components, and similarly the trans chkout ws chkout relations show which transactions have checked out a component. We are building transaction and workspace browsers which are integrated with the existing component browser in CHAT. The goal is to build a system where one can easily nd the source of a con ict arising from an attempted operation. The user will then have to take appropriate actions to resolve the situation: delay the operation, undo one's own work, or request the partner involved in the con ict to act.
Transaction and Workspace Meta-Data

Work-Unit Descriptions
The term work-unit, short WU, covers the notion of a \meaningful" unit of change/revision made to software objects in the EPOSDB. By storing work-units in the EPOSDB , it is possible to share descriptions of planned work with other users, so that it will be possible to coordinate and schedule larger change jobs to minimize the potential for access con icts. The intentions of the work to be performed in a work-unit is given by a work-unit description, WUD. This description primarily encompasses information needed to start an ECM workspace, such as ambition, choice, and read-/write-sets of named software components. WUDs are stored in the EPOSDB using a schema which is structurally similar to the one shown in gure 2. WUDL (\Work Unit Description Language") is a textual language for de ning properties of and pre-declaring work intentions for a workspace or transaction. WUDL speci cations are declarative, and their purpose is to de ne in advance which objects will or may be accessed, not when and how. A WU speci cation contains these main pieces of information about what will take place during the execution of a transaction:
Properties of the workspace and transaction: status (planned, running, committed, aborted), owner/responsible, planned start and duration, whether it is decomposable, etc. Hierarchy, i.e. name of parent transaction, if any. Versioning context. Name of product to work on. Initial read-set and write-set of transaction. Access-policies: lock and access modes. Cooperation policies and automatic actions in case of con icting access.
A sample WU speci cation is shown below. This describes an activity which scope is to implement a set of identi ed, small bug-xes. The components which are to be accessed are speci ed in detail, and these are locked and checked out at transaction start and released when the workunit nishes. Work-units are written in an ordinary editor and then stored in the database. ECM workspaces can be started based on stored work-unit descriptions, and we plan to provide an extended interface to ECM which follow the policies and behavior speci ed in a WUD. The stored WUDs can be used for longer-term planning of work. We have implemented a planning tool CLH95] which can analyze a set of work-unit descriptions and suggest an execution history which will minimize the set of dependencies between concurrently executing transactions. WUDL is currently being extended to contain elements for coupling ECM closer to the EPOS software process support tools. A longer-term goal is to supply a library of concurrency control and cooperation policies which cover the most methods found in database systems. Using this library, we are able to specify work-units at a relatively high level of abstraction. 
Events and Noti cations
To enable more asynchronous cooperation between software developers using ECM, we have designed and implemented a messaging system which is used for notifying users about events, e.g. database access, updates, and commit operations, originating from other transactions.
Events are speci ed in terms of ECM operations, so that users can easily relate to the notications. This message system is primarily useful for giving early noti cation of actual or potential con icts in the case that transactions use non-restrictive locking or no locking at all. A workspace or transaction can subscribe to events and will receive a noti cation message whenever the speci ed event takes place. The EMS (\Epos Message Server") is responsible for sending messages between transactions. ECM commands like check-in and check-out trigger the EMS, which will then send the notication messages to all workspaces subscribing to the event.
CHAT also provides a user interface for displaying and browsing messages, and replying to them or sending user written messages. The messages are stored as entities locally to the receiving transaction.
We are working on a system which can respond to EMS messages and perform speci ed actions, e.g. automatically check out a component which has been changed in a sibling transaction.
Cooperation Support Example
Turning back to example from section 2.2, we will now look at some possible situations and solutions with our cooperation support. We will assume that Alice and Bob work with one workspace each and that their corresponding transactions are siblings, as shown in gure 3. The problem was that Alice needed to x a bug in cache.c which is copied into T B and further checked out into Bob's workspace. Alice can nd out who is using or updating cache.c through WU speci cations and the transaction meta-database. She can then choose to postpone her own testing and do the bug-x on cache.c in a separate transaction (which might be the preferred solution according to the development/maintenance process) or go on. In the case that Bob has not locked the le, Alice will be permitted to check out cache.c, and the last one to nish work will discover that there is a con ict and merge the changes (or undo own updates). If Bob did lock the les he is working on, Alice must wait. In both cases, Alice may request Bob to transfer cache.c to her transaction/workspace, so that she can perform her changes and then either keep the object or return it to Bob. Bob can also return his local copy of cache.c to the parent transaction, wait for Alice to do her update, and then, if needed, continue working on the object. Bob and Alice can also use EMS to get noti cations about the others actions. This is useful when any of them is waiting for the other to release locks or nish work on cache.c
Conclusion and Further Work
We have presented a CM system which has been extended with operations and mechanisms to support cooperation between users of the system. We have discussed di erent types of information that can be entered into the system and how it can be used for planning, con ict detection and identi cation of partners involved in both possible and actual con icts. We have presented tools that can be used to retrieve information on demand and a tool that can display messages about events caused by other users. Referring to the cooperation aspects listed in section 2, our system solution to cooperation is as follows: collaboration among human agents is supported by ECM and its data exchange facilities, EMS and the transaction meta-database assist in information exchange, and support the system in informing users of con icts or evolving situations of general interest. Lastly, coordination may be achieved through active use of WU pre-declarations. By integrating the cooperation support with the CM system we are able to o er more precise information related to the objects managed by the CM system, and result in more reliable and easily maintainable information. The users also have support from the CM system for propagating changes to each other, so that they can resolve the con icts resulting from parallel work. The system is customizable and can be used to support a range of work modes, from loose to tight cooperation. The idea of integrating work related information into the CM system should be applicable to other systems, even much simpler ones. We would need to implement tools to enter and retrieve this information, and users must be made aware of the importance of providing information about work intentions. Further work on the CM system will be to get more experience with using the system in realistic situations and then to identify other types of information that may be included. We will also need to build support for using WU speci cations in work-planning. The noti cation system will generate a large number of messages and we will need to extend the possibility for ltering messages. We will also try to build tools that can respond to messages by performing prescribed actions according to cooperation protocols, e.g. to acquire the latest changes to an object and put it in the workspace. Finally, the low level support for merging changes will be extended with more advanced tools and techniques.
